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ABSTRACT 

Agent-based simulation (ABS) is a relatively recent modeling technique that is being widely used to 
model complex adaptive systems by many disciplines. Few full length courses exist on agent-based mod-
eling and a standard curriculum has not yet been established, but there is considerable demand to include 
ABS into simulation courses. Modelers often come to agent-based simulation by way of self-study or at-
tendance at tutorials and short courses. Although there is substantial overlap, there are many aspects of 
ABS that differ from discrete-event simulation (DES) and System Dynamics (SD), including applicable 
problem domains, disciplines and backgrounds of students, and the underpinnings of its computational 
implementation. These factors make ABS difficult to include as an incremental add-on to existing simula-
tion courses. This paper reports on some approaches to teaching the modeling of complex systems and 
agent-based simulation that the authors have used in a range of classes and workshops. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Agent-based simulation (ABS) is a relatively recent modeling technique that is being widely used to 
model complex systems composed of interacting, autonomous �agents�������	��
������������� Agents 
have behaviors, which are often described by simple rules. Agents interact with and influence each other, 
learn from their experiences, and adapt their behaviors so they are better suited to their environment (Fig-
ure 1). By modeling agents individually, the full effects of the diversity that exists among agents with re-
spect to their attributes and behaviors can be observed as they give rise to the dynamic behavior of the 
system as a whole.  

A recent sampling of agent-based modeling found applications published in many disciplines ranging 
from archaeology, biology, and ecology to supply chains, consumer market analysis, military planning, 
and economics (Macal and North 2009). With this enormous range of applicability, there is substantial in-
terest in and a steadily growing demand for systematic instruction on how to develop and apply agent-
based models.  

Few full length courses exist on agent-based modeling and a standard curriculum has not yet been es-
tablished. A standard text does not exist. Modelers often come to agent-based simulation by way of self-
study or attendance at tutorials and short courses. Agent-based simulation is an alternative simulation ap-
proach to System Dynamics (SD) and Discrete-Event Simulation (DES) for modeling systems. There are 
relationships between ABS and SD or DES, but the full extents of these relationships are not fully unders-
tood at this time. There is considerable interest in including ABS into existing simulation courses, wheth-
er the courses are focused on DES, SD, or simulation modeling in general. Although there is substantial 
overlap, many aspects of ABS differ from DES and SD. These include applicable problem domains, the 
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disciplines and backgrounds of students, and the underpinnings of the computational implementation. 
Students come to ABS from many backgrounds and have a wide range of quantitative, computer pro-
gramming, and modeling backgrounds and learned skills, as well as a range of natural skills and aptitudes 
for modeling. These factors make ABS difficult to include as an incremental add-on to existing simulation 
courses.  

This paper reports on some approaches to teaching the modeling of complex systems and agent-based 
simulation that the authors have used in several classes and workshops. In Section 2 we discuss consid-
erations and issues in developing a teaching strategy for ABS. In Section 3 we propose curriculum for 
such a course that is adaptable to various course lengths and technical proficiencies of the students. In 
Section 4 we state our conclusions. 

 

Figure 1: A typical agent. Agents have behaviors and interact with other agents and the environment. 

2 TEACHING AGENT-BASED MODELING AND SIMULATION 

2.1 The Agent Perspective 

Agent-based modeling offers the agent perspective as its central concept and is a natural starting point for 
teaching modeling. The agent perspective allows one to come at the modeling problem from the stand-
point of the individuals who comprise the system and consider their individual decision-making behaviors 
and rules. Agent-based modeling allows us to work with models of real, or supposed, agent behaviors, ra-
ther than idealized versions and to see what the logical implications are of agent interactions on a large 
scale. Fewer assumptions have to be made in terms of aggregating agent behaviors or working with only 
��������
�������� ���
�����������
�	� ����
��� ���� �������
�		�� ������� 
� ������ocess view of the world 
whereby the process or activity is the central focus of analysis and modeling. The agent-based view of the 
world is not the traditional approach taken by operational science with its emphasis on process and nor-
mative decision making. This in turn has implications for teaching ABS. In effect, we are all agents. And 
this fact makes teaching agent-based modeling, if done effectively, engaging for both the students and the 
instructors.  
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2.2 Pathways to Agents 

Agent-based simulation as a modeling approach, and also agent-based simulation software, did not arise 
out of the traditional modeling and simulation or operations research fields. Agent-based modeling and 
simulation can be traced to investigations into complex systems (Weisbuch 1991), complex adaptive sys-
tems (Holland 1995, Kaufmann 1993), the evolution of cooperation (Axelrod 1984), and artificial life 
(Langton 1989) or ALife. (See Macal (2009) for a review of the influences of investigations into artificial 
life on the development of agent-based modeling, and Heath and Hill (2010) for a review of other early 
influences.) 

Owing to the diversity of its origins and its broad range of applicability, agent-based modeling 
courses seem to attract highly diverse groups of students. For example, it is quite common in a single 
short course or tutorial to find professors and students from a range of academic departments such as po-
litical science, psychology, sociology, computer science, electrical engineering, environmental science, 
and even philosophy alongside practicing engineers and business people. The diverse audiences have di-
verse backgrounds and experiences and skill levels. This naturally leads to a diverse set of prerequisites. 
Addressing this diversity means insuring that all of the major topics considered below are covered at least 
at a basic level while still keeping students engaged that are more knowledgeable about each given topic. 
The backgrounds of the students in large measure determine how agent-based modeling is taught. For ex-
ample, one way to teach ABS is through the object-oriented (OO) modeling paradigm. If the OO ap-
proach is taken to teach ABS, a background in OO design and programming would then be a prerequisite 
for instruction on ABS. 

Agent-based modeling itself demands a diverse skill set. It is rare for one student to possess all of the 
needed capabilities. What is typically found in practice is that most students have at least basic skills in a 
few, but not all, of the areas described in Section 3.4. These skills were usually obtained through expe-
riences with different but related activities such as other kinds of modeling, although sometimes the stu-
dents have worked directly at some level with agent-based models. 

2.3 Introductory Versus Large-Scale ABS 

There are at least two kinds of courses that one could present on agent-based modeling: 
 

� Modeling Complex Systems. An introductory course that emphasizes how to do modeling as much 
as it does how to do agent-based modeling.  

� Building Complex System Models. A course that focuses exclusively on how to use a particular 
agent-based modeling software toolkit. Within this type of course, there are at least two possibili-
ties: 
� Basic Proficiency. A course that focuses on developing a basic proficiency in using a particu-

lar agent-based modeling software toolkit. 
� Large-scale ABS. One can go beyond basic proficiency in the software and explore advanced 

applications using the full capabilities and connectivity of the software that would allow one 
to build large-scale agent-based models. 

 
In an introductory course, one can optionally provide hands-on experience with agent-based modeling 
software and perhaps build a simple model. Students can be expected to be able to create and build their 
own agent-based models after such an introductory course that includes hands-on instruction. Large-scale 
ABS is intended to increase the capabilities of students to develop agent models along one or more of 
several dimensions including the following: 

 
� Scaling the number of agents upward; 
� Increasing the behavioral complexity and memory of agents; 
� Increasing the detail level of the simulated agent environment; 
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� Embedding the model into existing organizational work processes, and 
� Allowing more developers or users to work on or execute the model. 

 
There are a variety of important tools that can be used to assist with these goals including distributed 

computing technologies; artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques such as neural networks; 
geographical information systems (GIS); database systems connections as well as GIS again; version con-
trol systems and advanced integrated development environments. Each of these areas could be a course in 
and of itself, although the knowledge to use these techniques within an agent-based model could be effec-
tively covered as part of an advanced agent based modeling and simulation (ABMS) course.  

2.4 The Agent-based Modeling Conundrum 

The agent-based modeling conundrum refers to the fact that many people come to learn about agent-based 
modeling and simulation with the serious intent of building models, but without any previous of know-
ledge or experience with modeling - how to go about modeling, where to begin the process, what models 
mean, or even without a clear idea of the problem they are trying to solve or the questions they are trying 
to answer (usually covered in model requirements). This is a side-effect of the mass appeal of agent-based 
modeling. Yet from the teaching standpoint, one would like to bring agent-based modeling to the masses 
! to all who are interested in pursuing it. This presents one of the main challenges of teaching agent-based 
modeling.  

3 PROPOSED AGENT-BASED MODELING COURSE CURRICULUM 

3.1 Background on Teaching ABMS  

We have taught agent-based modeling at a variety of levels including college courses, academic enrich-
ment seminars, professional education short courses, conference tutorials, and special events. We have al-
so developed a course on agent-based modeling Capturing Business Complexity with Agent-Based 
Modeling and Simulation that is offered at Argonne on an annual basis in conjunction with the Santa Fe 
Institute (ANL 2010). The course has been well-attended by a variety of participants over the past eight 
years. The intention of the course is to impart three things to the students: 
 

� How to think about agent-based modeling and simulation 
� How to do agent-based modeling and simulation 
� Give the students a language for agent-based modeling and simulation 

 
This course was the basis for the book that we wrote on agent-based modeling and simulation Manag-

ing Business Complexity: Discovering Strategic Solutions with Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation 
(North and Macal 2007), based on our course experiences and as an aid in teaching agent-based modeling 
and simulation. The book reflects the subjects that have resonated with the students over the first three 
years the course was taught. The book was written with the intent of being essentially non-technical in the 
sense that the mathematical background requirements are minimal. This was appropriate given the widely 
varying background of the students who attend the course.  

One of the authors (Macal) has taught graduate-level courses at the University of Chicago on applica-
tions of complexity to emergency management; agent-based modeling plays a central role in this course 
in teaching systems concepts, model design, and management principals. One of the authors (North) has 
taught separate college courses in three different academic departments at the Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology (Computer Science, Design, and Social Science) and academic enrichment seminars including two 
sessions of the Santa Fe Institute Complex Systems Summer School. We have also taught professional 
education short courses, tutorials at many conferences including five years at the Winter Simulation Con-
ference, five years at the INFORMS Annual Meeting, and five years at the Military Operations Research 
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Society Symposium, and invited talks at many special events including tutorials for business and govern-
ment. Course lengths vary from one hour to an entire semester. During these experiences, we have made a 
variety of observations and solicited feedback from course participants. We have made adjustments to the 
course curriculum on a continuing basis in response. 

3.2 General Course Outline 

Given the diversity of backgrounds of course participants interested in learning agent-based modeling, we 
have taken a comprehensive approach in teaching ABS to include instruction on how to do modeling in 
general. This is much more comprehensive than would be necessary if one focused only on teaching how 
to use a specific piece of software, such as an agent-based modeling toolkit. But this comprehensive ap-
proach is necessary because the need is there. 

The following general outline provides a skeleton for a general course on agent-based modeling: 
  
1. Introduce the basic concepts of agent-based modeling; 
2. Discuss when and why agent-based models are used; 
3. Detail the agent-based model design process; 
4. Present a comparative survey of modeling methodologies; 
5. Describe a range of tools for agent-based modeling; 
6. Discuss one or two specific selected agent-based model development tools; 
7. Describe basic agent-based model architectures; 
8. Present model verification and validation techniques; 
9. Introduce data collection and cleaning for modeling; 
10. Cover model output analysis; 
11. Describe approaches to presenting results to decision makers; and 
12. Detail agent-based model project management. 

 
Topics 8-12 above have much in common with what would be taught in a general class on modeling 

and simulation as covered, for example, in the textbook by Law (2007). Model verification seeks to insure 
that model designs are correctly bound into executable code. Model validation seeks to insure that the de-
sign and resulting executable code both conform to the topics of interest relative to the underlying ques-
tions. Data collection and cleaning skills are used to identify, obtain, test, and configure inputs for mod-
els. These skills are essential due to the large fractions of practical project time often spent on data 
collection and cleaning. Model analysis skills allow model users to setup, execute and then investigate 
scenarios of interest. This is again relative to the underlying questions. Model results communication 
skills allow model users to relate their analysis findings, as well as describe agent-based modeling and the 
relevant details of their particular model, to appropriate audiences. This involves both general communi-
cations skills and knowledge specific to agent-based modeling. Project management allows model crea-
tors and users to translate goals into results. As with model results communication skills, agent-based 
modeling project management involves both general knowledge and specific applications for agent-based 
modeling. Each of these general modeling topics is supplemented with instruction on how it is related to 
agent-based modeling. 

3.3 Demonstrations 
In-class demonstrations of simple agent-based simulations prove very useful in teaching ABMS concepts 
and capturing the attention of students. Demonstrations also give students motivation and targets for de-
veloping their own initial simulations. The following demonstrations illustrate key points in understand-
ing and motivating ABS: 

 
� "
#��$��%�&����Life ! illustrates how simple rules can lead to complex system behaviors 
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� Boids Flocking Simulation ! illustrates emergence of order arising out of social interaction  
� Schelling Housing Segregation Model ! illustrates the use of agent-based modeling to address a 

social phenomenon 
� Mass Opinion Spreading (Information Infectivity) Simulation ! illustrates non-linearity, tipping 

points, and extreme sensitivity to initial conditions 
� �Matching '���
�	����*������������+�&�	���
�! illustrates how computers can actually simulate 

how people interact, over a limited knowledge domain 
� The Beer Game Participatory Simulation (also known as the Supply Distribution Game) ! illu-

strates how difficult it is to manage complex systems 
 

Before each demonstration, the system being modeled, including the rules of behavior used for the 
agents is described to the students. Students are asked to anticipate the system behavior they will observe 
in the demonstration. Afterwards, students discuss what they observed and characterize the results of the 
demonstrated models in terms of the systems principles discussed in class.  

3.4 Skills 

A participant has who completed the course should have familiarity with and some degree of skill in each 
area: 
 

� Modeling 
� Programming 
� Model verification and validation 
� Data collection and cleaning 
� Model analysis 
� Model results communication 
� Project management 

 
These general skills follow the outline provided by the Project Management Institute (PMI 2008). The 

depth at which each of the skills listed is taught depends on the audience and the amount of time availa-
ble. Students with higher skill levels and longer classes can allow skills to be developed in greater depth. 
The list of basic skills also determines the prerequisites. In this case, the requirements to take the class are 
anything on the list that will not be taught during the class. 

When considering the skill list, it is important to note that modeling is not programming! There are 
relationships between these skills, but they are distinct. Simply put, modeling creates abstract representa-
tions of topics of interest relative to well-defined questions. Programming binds abstract designs into 
computer executable code and associated supporting data. The abstract representations created by model-
ing are one type of design with the potential to be programmed. Given these definitions, it has been our 
experience that there are successful modelers who do not know how to program, and there are productive 
programmers who are not adept at, or interested in, modeling. Of course, some people can both model and 
program.  

3.5 Measuring Student Achievement  

Given the objectives discussed above, how can achievement be measured? Upon successful completion of 
an introductory course the students should be able to: 
 

1. Define the agent-based modeling process; 
2. Compare and contrast agent-based modeling with alterative and complementary techniques and 

articulate their relative strengths and weaknesses. Other techniques relevant to agent-based mod-
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eling include system dynamics modeling, discrete-event simulation, participatory simulation, op-
timization modeling, game theory, statistical modeling, and risk analysis; 

3. Describe when and why individuals and organizations use agent-based modeling and simulation; 
4. Describe how to design agent-based simulations. 
5. Describe how to develop agent-based simulations; 
6. Detail how to manage agent-based modeling projects; 
7. Demonstrate how to develop models using one or two agent-based model development tools; 
8. Articulate how to perform basic model verification and validation; 
9. Detail the primary challenges and techniques of data collection and cleaning for modeling; 
10. Discuss how to perform basic model output analysis; and 
11. Describe how to present model results to decision makers. 

3.6 Course Agendas 

A sample agenda for a week long course on agent-based modeling is shown in Table 1: 

Table 1: Outline for a week-long introductory course on agent-based modeling of complex systems 

 
This week-long course can be scaled down to three-day and one-day versions. Especially in the one-

day course, students come away with a deeper understanding of agent-based modeling and information on 
finding resources from which they can learn more.  

Day Start Time End Time Topic 
1 9:00 AM 10:45 AM Introduction to ABMS 

10:45 AM 11:00 AM Break 
11:00 AM 12:00 Noon When and Why to Use ABMS 

12:00 Noon 1:00 PM Lunch (Ask the Participants to Think of Topics They 
May Want to Model with ABMS) 

1:00 PM 2:00 PM Class Discussion of Participant Suggested Topics 
2:00 PM 3:00 PM Comparative Survey of Modeling Methodologies 
3:00 PM 3:15 PM Break 
3:15 PM 5:00 PM Agent-based Model Design 

2 9:00 AM 10:30 AM Tools for ABMS 
10:30 AM 10:45 AM Break 
10:45 AM 12:00 Noon Agent-based Model Architectures 

12:00 Noon 1:00 PM Lunch (Ask the Participants to Think of Topics They 
May Want to Model with ABMS) 

1:00 PM 2:00 PM Class Discussion of Participant Suggested Topics 
2:00 PM 3:15 PM Verification and Validation 
3:15 PM 3:30 PM Break 
3:30 PM 5:00 PM Data Collection and Cleaning 

3 9:00 AM 10:00 AM Model Output Analysis 
10:00 AM 11:00 AM Results Presentation 
11:00 AM 11:15 AM Break 
11:15 AM 12:00 Noon ABMS Project Management 

12:00 Noon 1:00 PM Break 
1:00 PM 5:00 PM Selected ABMS Tool Hands-on Tutorial (The au-

dience writes the model following the instructor step-
by-step) (Include breaks and lunches as appropriate) 

4 9:00 AM 5:00 PM 
5 9:00 AM 5:00 PM 
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3.7 Quarter or Semester Course Outline 

A sample agenda for a quarter or semester course on agent-based modeling is shown in Table 2: 

Table 2: Outline for a quarter or semester course on agent-based modeling of complex systems 

 
The quarter and semester formats are differentiated by the level of detail covered for each topic. 

Projects can be completed individually by the students or in small groups. 
����$�� �������������
&�
����� �
����	����������
����
��&��	�
���	����&���� ����<� ���������
��� ��

����=>&@��$����
������	��%�����Q&�������
��&��	���&���������
��	<��$���X�&�	������&
���a-
tion models library. The idea of zombies seems to interest most students and is usually easy to explain 
without technical details. Furthermore, the explanation of the problem can usually be provided without 
divulging the solution strategy. Determining the solution strategy is left to the students as a learning exer-
cise. 

For the reader, it turns out to be relatively simple to add zombies to many agent-based models. The 
so	���
���������������������
�#������������@	�����X����
�����
��������&��<�����&�����������=	���
�$���=�n-
�����$�Z
dead (e.g., zombie) agents seek out and bite living agents. Bitten living agents become zombies 
after a short incubation delay which can be implemented as a simple counter or as a scheduled event, de-
��
��
��
� ���� &��	�
�� �
���
&�
���'���>&@��$�� ��
��
� and biting behaviors are programmed by 
����
����&�	�� �
����
�	������&�
��� ������������� �������
�$��
�&�	�@��������
����������� ����>&@���
@�������#��
��������
�$�����������������=�
�����$�[���������	��������\�������
������	������
�is not pro-
vided to students as most are able to figure it out for themselves.  

Class 
Session 

Topic Assignments 

1 Introduction to ABMS 
When and Why to Use ABMS 
Project Introduced 

Decide on an ABMS Project Topics 

2 Comparative Survey of Modeling 
Methodologies 

Consider ABMS vs. Other Options for the 
Selected Project 

3 Agent-based Model Design Develop a Basic Design for the Selected 
Project 

4 Tools for ABMS Consider Which ABMS Tool Might be Best 
for the Selected Project 

5, 6, and 
7 

Selected ABMS Tool Hands-on Tu-
torial 

Implement a Simple Model Assigned by the 
Instructor or Extend an Existing Model (See 
Zombie Discussion Below) 

8 Midterm Exam Begin Implementing the Selected Project 
9 Agent-based Model Architectures Consider Which Architecture Might be Best 

for the Selected Project 
10 Verification and Validation Define How Verification and Validation 

Might be Done for the Selected Project 
11 Data Collection and Cleaning Find and Configure At Least One Data 

Source for the Selected Project 
12 Model Output Analysis 

Results Presentation 
^X������ �
�� [
�	�>�� ���� +�	������ *�_���$��
Model 

13 ABMS Project Management Prepare for the Project Presentation 
14 Project Presentations  
15 Final Exam  
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����	���		������
������&���@���@	�� ���&�	���� ����=`&@���{$������
&�
���
��������� 	���	��� �x-

citement is usually reported. Asking the students to briefly present their extended models to the class dur-
ing the session that the assignment is due seems to further increase student engagement. 

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have taught agent-based modeling and simulation in a variety of venues over the past nine years. 
These include a week-long course offered at Argonne, tutorials at professional conferences, invited pres-
entations before industrial trade groups and private companies, and academic courses at the University of 
Chicago (Macal) and the Illinois Institute of Technology (North). We have arrived at the curriculum pre-
sented here that focuses on learning how to think about and how to do agent-based modeling. The curricu-
lum also includes many aspects of modeling and simulation in general, out of necessity due to the diverse 
backgrounds and interests of course participants. The curriculum has met with success in terms of re-
ported student satisfaction; growth in course interest and attendance over the years; testable student capa-
bilities to develop models on their own; and documented examples of students independently developing 
models following their training. Yet, there is room for improvement, and much work needs to be done in 
the future on understanding the most effective ways to teach agent-based modeling and simulation. 
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